Treatment for ponds lakes dugouts community reservoirs
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Assist bacteria in the natural
biodegrading of organic build up.
POND WIZZARD POND FLOC is used to treat ponds for
clarity and phosphate control. The pond floc ions bond
with phosphate molecules in the water. This precipitate
settles to the bottom of the pond and the phosphate is no
longer available as a nutrient. Also, the pond floc ions act
to bring suspended dirt particles toghter leaving the pond
water sparkling clear. Standard coagulant is quite acidic
and a large dose will lower pH and harm fish. The buffering
agent in POND WIZZARD POND FLOC helps hold the pH
steady.
Please note for use with fish read this first.
1. POND FLOC could be toxic to fish in acidic water.
The PH of the pond should be 6.5 to 8.2 when used in
ponds containing fish. You must also have well buffered
water with a carbonate hardness greater than 90 parts
per million and general hardness above 150 parts per
million, before using POND FLOC with fish.
2. POND FLOC could have the effect of LOWERING PH so
careful monitoring is necessary when applying pond floc
in ponds with fish.
3. POND FLOC use results in sludge at the bottom of the
pond. The pond should be treated with POND WIZARD
POND DYE WITH BIO BOOSTER. To help break down
the organic sludge build up.
4. POND FLOC is toxic to mollusks (snails, freshwater
clams, etc.). At very low dose levels your snails, etc. may
suffer minimal damage, but be forewarned that higher
concentrations will result in their death.
5. Failure to use as directed, or sudden changes in water
conditions not consistent with label, may result in loss or
injury to aquatic life. POND WIZARD PRODUCTS is not
responsible for any loss of aquatic life.
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APPLICATION RATES
POND FLOC is best used after you have treated and killed
off Algae to help clear up the dead algae in the water. POND
FLOC is most effective in the PH range of 5.2 to 7.8 Also
water volume can be determined using the following formula:
pond length in feet x pond width in feet x average depth in
feet x 28.31 = total liters.
For very dirty ponds (CAN NOT SEE THE BOTTOM) use 1
liter per 20,000 liters of water.
Ponds with cloudy/murkey water use 1 liter per 50,000 liters
of water.
Ponds with fish use 1 liter per 80,000 liters of water. In order
to clear the water a second treatment in 3-5 days maybe be
needed.
CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Do not take internally.
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not reuse empty container. Triple rinse and offer for recycling or disposal in accordance with local, provincial and
federal regulations. Store above 0 oC to prevent freezing.
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